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Abstract

Cr-doped diamond-like carbon (Cr-DLC) films with Cr contents ranging from 3 up to 20 at. % were synthesised in a codeposition process with HiPIMS (Cr deposition) and DC-pulsed technology (C deposition). The application of HiPIMS at low frequencies was observed to significantly enhance the energy density during the Cr plasma discharge due to the interaction of Cr-C species. The higher energy bombardment at low HiPIMS frequencies allowed doping with Cr the DLC structure avoiding the graphitization of the carbon structure. EELS spectroscopy was used to evaluate sp\textsuperscript{3} content and Raman was used for sp\textsuperscript{2} structural characterization of the films. Enhanced mechanical properties (hardness up to 30 GPa) were observed with nanoindentation for Cr-doped DLC at low frequencies. High temperature nanoindentation tests were also performed from room temperature to 425°C in order to evaluate the evolution of hardness and Young Modulus with temperature. The results showed that the mechanical properties at high temperature mainly depend on the initial sp\textsuperscript{3}-sp\textsuperscript{2} structure. Tribological tests were carried out in air from room temperature to 250°C. Cr-doped DLC coatings deposited by low-frequency HiPIMS showed lower friction and wear compared to undoped DLC.
1. Introduction

Diamond like carbon (DLC) coatings have been recognized as one of the most valuable engineering materials for various industrial applications including manufacturing, transportation, biomedical and microelectronics. Among its many desirable properties, DLC stands out for its tribological properties, due to its low friction and high hardness which offer a high protection against abrasive wear in tribological applications. However, DLC coatings also present some undesirable properties which prevent their wider use in industry, such high internal stress levels developed during the energetic deposition process, resulting in high strain on the interface with substrate and finally low adhesion strength. In addition a common limitation of DLC coatings is their low thermal stability, since their sp$^3$-sp$^2$ structure undergoes a graphitization process at high temperatures, deteriorating both hardness and wear behaviour [1-4]. One common strategy to overcome the high stress is to dope the DLC coating with metal species, mainly carbide former elements such as Ti, W, Nb, Mo and Zr [5-8]. By adjusting the concentration of these metals into the carbon matrix, it would be possible to form carbide nanoclusters that could restrict deformation and crack propagation. However, the formation of Me-C bonding would reduce the availability of free carbon needed to generate lubricious graphitic tribolayers that would improve friction and wear resistance [9]. Metals of non-carbide formers such as Ag and Al have also been studied as doping alternatives for DLC coatings [10, 11]. These metals would promote the formation of ductile phases that support plastic deformation of the coating, thus improving toughness and releasing internal stresses. However, the stress relaxation usually destabilizes the sp$^3$ bonding structure in the DLC matrix, which would cause a decrease on the coating hardness [12, 13].

Conventional magnetron sputtering techniques have been primarily used for the synthesis of metal-containing DLC coatings, often leading to low-density microstructures and poor mechanical properties because of the rather low degree of ionization for metal and gas species [14, 15]. As compared to conventional magnetron sputtering technique, high power impulse
magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) can provide larger fractions of ionized atoms in argon-metal discharges combined with high plasma densities ($10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$) [16]. A highly ionized plasma would enable to have a higher ion bombardment of the growing film, resulting in denser coatings with improved mechanical properties [17]. However, there are studies showing that even in the standard HiPIMS process, the ionization probability of sputtered carbon is still insufficient to achieve optimum DLC properties [18]. Therefore, new approaches such as the codeposition with different techniques, DC-pulsed for carbon and HiPIMS for metal doping, might provide solutions to the existing ionization problems.

By synthetizing metal-doped DLC with the aid of highly ionized HiPIMS metal plasma discharges, we have aimed at maintaining the high hardness and the low coefficient of friction values of the un-doped DLC coatings, while reducing their internal stresses and increasing their high temperature tribomechanical behaviour. Among all candidates DLC-doping metals we have chosen Cr as it can provide high resistance to wear at high temperatures by promoting the formation of stable tribolayers at the point of contact [19, 20]. Moreover, due to its small size and toughness, it could also improve the coating load bearing ability due to a better distribution of the supported load during operation and in doing so it could reduce the internal compressive stress. Cr-doped DLC coatings has been previously deposited with PVD techniques such as cathodic arc evaporation [21], magnetron sputtering [20] and linear ion beam technique [22, 23], showing in all cases the graphitization of the carbon structure when Cr was introduced into the carbon matrix. In this work, we focused on the potential of HiPIMS technique to synthetize Cr-doped DLC with enhanced properties, as Cr-HiPIMS plasma discharges have the potential to produce metal ions with energies up to 100 eV and the ionization degree can be up to 90% [24]. In our previous work, we have also shown the benefits of HiPIMS to deposit Cr interlayers with improved DLC adhesion on industrially relevant steel substrates by accommodating the plastic deformation [25]. Cr-doped DLC coatings were deposited by co-sputtering, using a HiPIMS unit for Cr deposition and a DC-
pulsed magnetron sputtering unit for deposition of DLC. Coatings with different Cr doping contents were obtained by varying the HiPIMS target current and frequency. The influence of co-sputtering process parameters on the microstructure, mechanical and tribological properties of the deposited coatings was evaluated at different temperatures.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Deposition method

Coatings were deposited in a custom-made batch type coating system designed and manufactured by Nano4Energy S.L. This system has a volume of 0.8 m$^3$ and is equipped with two Gencoa SH100400 cathodes using rectangular graphite and WC:Co (6% wt. Co) targets with an area of 400 cm$^2$. In addition, a circular N4E 2” cathode using a chromium target with an area of 20 cm$^2$ was also used for the Cr-doping control. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Coatings were deposited on mirror electropolished (average roughness $R_a \approx 5$ nm) stainless steel (SS304) with a size of 40x40 mm$^2$ and on commercial (100) silicon substrates with a size of 15x15 mm$^2$. Prior to the deposition of the coatings, substrates were cleaned using a sequence of ultrasonic washing with alkaline detergents, rinsing with de-ionized water, cleaning with isopropanol and air-drying.

Optimum coating-substrate adhesion was achieved by the following steps: 1) argon etching using a DC-pulsed substrate bias voltage of -500 V and a frequency of 150 kHz; 2) HiPIMS metal ion etching pretreatment with Cr ions using a target voltage of 1100 V, a substrate bias voltage of 750 V, a pulsing time of 100 µs and a frequency of 100 Hz; and 3) deposition of a WC interlayer in the DC-pulsed mode with a power density of 1.5 W/cm$^2$, a peak voltage of 1050 V, a pulse width of 2.7 µs and a frequency of 150 kHz. More details about the engineered interface for adhesion enhancement are provided in ref. [25]. The Cr-doped DLC coatings were deposited using a combination of HiPIMS and DC-pulsed magnetron sputtering.
technique at a working pressure of 0.65 Pa in a non-reactive Ar atmosphere. The graphite target was connected to an Enerpulse EN10 DC-Pulsed power supply operating at a power density of 1.5 W/cm$^2$, a peak voltage of 1200 V, a pulse width of 2.7 μs and a frequency rate of 150 kHz. The chromium target was connected to a hip-V 6 kW power supply operating under HiPIMS mode. The power applied to the Cr magnetron as well as, the pulsing frequency was varied to obtain different chemical compositions and microstructures. Further details on Cr deposition conditions are given in section 3.1.

For plasma characterization, voltage and current waveforms of the pulses applied on the Cr target were measured using a high voltage differential probe (100:1 attenuation) and a PEM Rogowski probe sensor connected to a Tektronix TPS 2012 oscilloscope were used.

### 2.2. Elemental composition and structural characterization

The surface and thickness of the films were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a FEI Verios 460 Field Emission XHR-SEM. Deposition rates were calculated by dividing the thickness of the coatings as estimated by cross-sectional SEM images by the deposition time. The residual stress ($\sigma_f$) was measured using the substrate curvature method based on the Stoney’s equation [26]:

$$\sigma_s = \frac{E_s \cdot h_s^2}{6h_f(1 - \nu_s)} \left( \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{R_0} \right)$$

where $E_s$ and $\nu_s$, are the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the stainless steel substrate, taken as 200 GPa and 0.3 respectively. The thickness of the substrate, $h_s$, was 200 μm, with an initial radius of curvature, $R_0$, of 500 m, while the coating thickness $h_f$, ranged from 1000 to 1500 nm. The radius of curvature of the coated substrate, $R$, was measured with a Leica DCM 3D confocal profilometer.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to evaluate the Cr content of the coatings and the potential formation of carbides. XPS spectra were measured using a VG ESCALAB 210 instrument, which was upgraded with a SPECS Phoibos 100 DLD hemispherical electron
energy analyser. Non-monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) was used as X-ray excitation source. The measurements were performed in constant analyser energy mode with a 35eV pass energy for high resolution spectra of the detected elements. Samples were previously cleaned using Ar⁺ ion bombardment at a pressure in the order of 10⁻⁶ mbar (2 keV; 15-20 µA) for 10 min. Quantification was accomplished by determining the elemental areas of C 1s, O 1s and Cr 2p peaks, following a Shirley background subtraction and accounting for the relative sensitivities of the elements using Scofield cross-sections. The fitting analysis was then performed by a least squares fit of the C 1s of the films to estimate the relative amount of the different carbon bonds (carbides, C-C, C=O and carbonates) in agreement with previous works [27].

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) was used to verify the elemental composition of the films. Measurements were performed at the Centro Nacional de Aceleradores (CNA) using a He⁺ beam at the energy of 4250 KeV. At this energy, the cross section for Cr is “Rutherford” but that for C is “Non-Rutherford” [28] which would allow to have a better accuracy in the determination of the C content in the films. The backscattered ions were detected by a standard Si-barrier detector located at an angle of 165º to the beam direction. The elemental composition of the films was determined by comparing measured and simulated spectra. For the simulations the commercial computer code SIMNRA was used [29].

Raman characterization was performed in order to evaluate the structural properties of DLC films. Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman spectrometer. An argon ion laser with a line of 532 nm was focused on the surface of the coatings with a power of 10 mW. The measurement time was 10 s and spectra were accumulated 10 times in order to reduce the noise level. The obtained Raman spectrum was curve-fitted using two Gaussian
functions, peaking at disordered (D-band) and graphite (G-band) modes. The relative intensity ratio of the D and G bands (ID/IG) was obtained from the ratio of peak heights.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy - high angle annular dark field (STEM-HAADF) images were obtained in a FEI Tecnai field emission gun scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM-FEG), mod. G2F30, working at 300 kV. Cross-sectional specimens for TEM analysis were produced by ion milling using a FEI Helios Nanolab 600i dual beam FIB-FEGSEM.

Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectra were recorded with a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF, QUAMTUM SE model) attached to the microscope. The carbon core–loss spectra were recorded and the background and the multiple plural scattering were removed using a digital micrograph software. After that, each spectrum was normalized by dividing the whole spectrum by the edge intensity at 294 eV. The spectrum exhibited two characteristic features: the 1s→π* transition at ~284 eV and the 1s→σ* transition occurring at ~291 eV. The sp² fraction was calculated using the Ferrari’s formula [30]:

$$\text{sp}^2 = \frac{\frac{\text{area}(\pi^*)}{\text{area}(\pi^*+\sigma^*)}_{\text{sample}}}{\frac{\text{area}(\pi^*)}{\text{area}(\pi^*+\sigma^*)}_{100\% \text{sp}^2\text{reference}}}$$

The used 100% sp² reference was a polycrystalline graphite sample deposited onto a holey carbon grid and the spectra were measured at magic angle conditions, at which the carbon signal would be independent of the sample orientation (TEM mode and a spectrometer collection angle of 1 mrad). The area of π* and σ* were obtained by integrating the intensity over a 4 eV window (282-286 eV) and 10 eV window (288-298 eV) respectively following the two-window method described by S. Urbonaite [31]. Several measurements were done for each sample in order to obtain a mean % sp² value. This value was corrected to take into account the increase in the sp² fraction due to FIB damage during specimen preparation [32].
2.3. Mechanical properties

Nanoindentation measurements were performed using a Triboindenter TI950 from Hysitron. For high temperature nanoindentation testing, a hot stage (Hysitron xSol) and a Berkovich diamond indenter fitted to a special long insulating shaft were used. In this configuration, the sample is placed between two resistive heating elements in order to eliminate temperature gradients across the sample thickness. Dry air and argon around the tip and sample surface were used to purge the testing area to prevent heated gases reaching the transducer and reduce oxidation. Once the sample reached the selected temperature (100, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 425ºC) and was stable at the target temperature to within ±0.1 ºC, the tip was placed at about 100 µm from the sample surface for 10-15 minutes, to ensure passive heating of the tip before the start of the test and minimize thermal drift.

In order to obtain reproducible and accurate results at least six indents were performed at different positions. The indentations were performed under load control, using loading, holding and unloading times of 5, 5 and 2 s respectively, and peak loads of 3 and 7 mN. Reduced elastic modulus (E_r) and hardness were determined from the recorded load-displacement curves using the Oliver & Pharr method [33].

2.4. Tribological properties

A high temperature pin-on-disk tribometer was used to measure the coefficient of friction (COF) and the volumetric wear of the coatings at a speed of 0.1 m/s and a normal load of 5 N for up to 5000 revolutions. Sliding tests were carried out under environmental conditions at different temperatures (RT, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200ºC). The testing counterparts were Al₂O₃ balls with a diameter of 6 mm. Two sliding tests were performed at each temperature and a new counterface was used for each test. Each friction curve was characterized by the
value of COF once the steady state stage was reached. The wear of the tested Cr-DLC coatings was calculated from the volume of the material removed, which was measured from the cross-sectional area of the wear track at four different locations along the circular sliding track. A Leica DCM3D optical profilometer was used for this purpose. The reported volumetric wear rates were the mean values obtained from tests run for 5000 revolutions at each temperature.

The wear tracks generated on the Cr-DLC coatings and the transfer layers formed on the Al$_2$O$_3$ counterface surfaces during the sliding contact were examined by Raman spectroscopy and SEM with an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detection system. Some tribological tests were interrupted during the running-in period in order to carry out Raman analysis at this initial stage.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Enhanced ionization of chromium by HiPIMS codeposition

Coating deposition has been carried out under the voltage-control mode. The main deposition parameters, together with the Cr content, the deposition rate and the residual stress of the coatings are summarized in Table 1. The Cr-HiPIMS current waveform obtained during Cr-doped DLC coatings deposition shows the same overall trend for all the studied samples. An initial current peak of several amperes was reached after approximately 10 μs followed by a continuous current decay. The decrease in current after the initial peak is a common observation in non-reactive HiPIMS Cr deposition due to the displacement of working gas ions by metallic ions of the sputtered Cr target. According to literature, in this phase highly energetic Cr ions are observed [24].

The amplitude of the current peak during Cr-HiPIMS discharge at a fixed target voltage of 1100V as a function of the working frequency is shown in Fig. 2. At frequencies higher than
50 Hz, current peak values remain constant. However, at frequencies lower than 50 Hz and a fixed target voltage of 1100 V, a substantial increase in the current peak intensity is observed with decreasing working frequency. The origin of this effect might be associated to the carbon contamination on the Cr target surface. At frequencies <50 Hz, the HiPIMS pulse applied to the Cr target is mostly off and during this time thin carbon layers are formed on the surface of the Cr target, generating a light (C)-heavy (Cr) elements layered structure, which could amplify the sputter yield. Such an enhancement has been previously reported during the sputtering of inhomogeneous targets, as the one we are dealing with, under certain deposition conditions [34, 35, 36]. Nevertheless, as stated by Anders et al., the very large differences may not only be due to the different sputter yields but also to the generation and trapping of secondary electrons [37]. Thus, in our case it may be that the C-Cr layered structure present in the target due to contamination allowed igniting the discharge with a high current density. 

The secondary electron emission by the so-called sputter yield amplification (SYA) effect. According to this, heavier atoms in the target would behave as recoil centres, which would reflect the lighter atoms towards the target surface. This effect has been previously seen for carbon doped with Pt and has been known to increase the deposition rate of carbon-based coatings [36]. The low atomic mass of carbon favours the selection of suitable metals to achieve this effect, such as: Nb, W or, as in this case, Cr. It is worth noting that usually the increase in sputter yield is affected by the carbon target contaminated by a metal dopant atoms during the carbon plasma discharge. However, in our case, the contamination of the Cr target by the deposition of C layers is the origin of the SYA effect. The C-Cr layered structure present in the target due to contamination leads to the ignition of the discharge with a high current density. Later, the current remained high due to the large secondary electron emission obtained during the first stage of the discharge.

There are other contributing factors to explain the reduced Cr content in DLC:Cr_1 such as
backscattering effects. Due to the commonly high ionization rate encountered in HiPIMS discharges, some of the ionized Cr target atoms are attracted back to the target surface [37, 38], thus reducing the incorporation of Cr into the coating structure. Further investigations are being carried out in order to clarify the role of backscattering effects and to understand the operation principle that enables current density amplification.

As shown in Table 1, the Cr content in the coatings increases with rising Cr target power. The highest Cr content (20 at. %) is observed for the DLC:Cr_3 coating deposited at 100 W. However, not only the Cr target power plays a role in the incorporation of Cr but also the deposition frequency. Indeed, we observed that the Cr content for samples deposited at the same target power (25 W), increased from 3 to 9 at. % when changing the deposition frequency from 15 Hz to 50 Hz corresponding to the DLC:Cr_1 and DLC:Cr_2 samples, respectively. This was so, because when working at low frequencies, the carbon contamination produced when HiPIMS pulses are off played a significant role on reducing the amount of Cr incorporated to the DLC coating.

As expected, deposition rates increased with target power, while for the same power (25 W), the lower the working frequency, the lower the deposition rate (sample DLC:Cr_1) as seen in Table 1. The decrease in the deposition rate with diminishing the frequency is related to the higher plasma currents obtained during the synthesis. This led to larger metal ion energies during the coating deposition and increased bombardment of the growing coating surface, enhancing the peening effect.

All the Cr-DLC films exhibit a residual stress lower than that of the undoped DLC sample. There are two main factors that explain the reduction of the residual stress level when doping with Cr. Firstly, the Cr ion bombardment increases adatom mobility during the coating growth which contributes to the relaxation of the residual stress of the film [39], and secondly, the metal incorporation reduces the directionality of the C-C bond and promotes the generation of Me-C bonds in such a way that the distortion of the C-C bond structure reduces...
the compressive stress level as described in ref. 40 and 41.

3.2. Microstructural characterization

Raman analysis was performed in order to obtain information on the nature of carbon bonding structure. The Raman spectra presented in Fig. 3 exhibited an asymmetric G band centred at \( \sim 1560 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) and an overlapping broader D band centred at \( \sim 1360 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). These two characteristic Raman active bands are usually observed in amorphous carbon films due to the sp\(^2\) sites since its Raman scattering cross section is 50 times larger than that of the sp\(^3\) sites [42]. The G band would correspond to the symmetric E\(_{2g}\) C–C stretching mode in all sp\(^2\) sites (both chains and rings), while the D band would be a breathing mode of A\(_{1g}\) symmetry involving only those sp\(^2\) sites in rings [43]. A multiple Gaussian fit of the spectra into the G and D-peaks would enable the analysis of the structural differences between coatings. Peak fitting was performed in the spectral range 800-2000 cm\(^{-1}\) using Gaussian functions, as these functions give a better fit for disordered amorphous carbon films than Lorentzian functions.

The calculated I\(_D\)/I\(_G\) ratios and G position suggest that the presented coatings are in a stage 2 (a-C) in the transition to stage 3 (ta-C) of the Ferrari’s three stage model for a 514 nm excitation wavelength [44].

It is worth noting the reduction in the intensity of the Raman signal when introducing even low amounts of Cr in the amorphous carbon matrix. This effect has also been observed in previous studies when doping DLC with other metals such as V, Zr and W [45]. This is due to the reduction of the light absorption capability of the DLC coatings when introducing metal dopants. Such a reduction makes that a higher proportion of the laser beam is reflected from the surface, which cannot generate a Raman signal reaching the detector.

An important observation from Fig. 3 is that the Cr addition generally would increase the
\( \frac{I_D}{I_G} \) ratio, which would be in accordance with previously reported studies for samples doped with Ti, V, Zr, W deposited by magnetron sputtering \([45]\). In our particular case, the \( \frac{I_D}{I_G} \) ratio increased from 0.43 (DLC) to 0.62 (DLC:Cr\_1), while for the highest Cr content (DLC:Cr\_3), the \( \frac{I_D}{I_G} \) ratio increased to 1.32. According to literature, the \( \frac{I_D}{I_G} \) ratio is proportional to the number and clustering of rings and is especially sensitive to the number of ordered rings in the stage 2 to stage 3 transition \([44]\). A decrease in the intensity of the D-peak would then be associated to a gradual change in sp\(^2\) sites from rings to chains and to the presence of sp\(^2\) dimers embedded in the sp\(^3\) matrix. The \( \pi \) states become increasingly localized on olefinic chains. Olefinic bonds are shorter than aromatic bonds and have higher vibration frequencies which turns in \( \frac{I_D}{I_G} \) ratios close to zero. This effect is more pronounced when higher sp\(^3\) contents are present in the carbon structure \([44]\).

Fig. 3 also shows that the G peak position moves to higher wavenumbers with increasing Cr content. For DLC, the G-peak position is centred at 1541 cm\(^{-1}\), for DLC:Cr\_1 the position is slightly shifted towards lower values (1538 cm\(^{-1}\)), while for DLC:Cr\_2 and DLC: Cr\_3, the position is shifted towards more positive values (1551 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1563 cm\(^{-1}\) respectively). The G-peak position is also altered due to the change of sp\(^2\) configuration from rings to olefinic groups. The G skewness tends to decrease and moves towards lower wavelengths due to the more localized sp\(^2\) chains \([46]\). Therefore, the reduction in \( \frac{I_D}{I_G} \) ratio together with the shift in the position of the G-peak towards lower wavenumbers with decreasing Cr content are indicative of an increase in the sp\(^3\) fraction. Further information on the sp\(^3\) content of deposited coatings was obtained from TEM and EELS analyses, which can also provide evidence of the potential presence of carbides.

Fig. 4 shows representative HRTEM and HAADF-STEM micrographs for the DLC, DLC:Cr\_1 and DLC:Cr\_2 samples. The DLC and DLC:Cr\_1 present a homogeneous...
microstructure characteristic of an amorphous material. However, DLC:Cr_2 exhibits a nanocomposite microstructure, where bright grains of 2-5 nm size, which corresponds to a heavier composition (higher Z) in a HAADF image, are embedded in a matrix of darker contrast.

Fig. 5 shows representative EELS spectra for the same three coatings. In the case of DLC:Cr_2, the EELS spectra was measured in two different areas: within the carbon matrix (M) and within a grain structure (G). Also, a graphite and Cr_3C_2 spectra are presented as references for comparative purposes. The fine structure of the graphite spectrum presents two characteristic peaks, which correspond to the 1s→π* and 1s→σ* transitions occurring at ~284 and 291 eV respectively, while the chromium carbide presents a wider peak around 283 eV and a shoulder at 294 eV. The spectra of the DLC and DLC:Cr show similar fine-structures: A peak at 284 eV (π* peak) and a plateau between 290 and 300 eV. The intensity of π* peak at 292 eV differs from sample to sample highlighting the variations of the sp³ fraction [47, 48].

The measured spectra for DLC, DLC:Cr_1 and DLC:Cr_2 (M) show very similar features, which is reflected in the estimated sp³ contents of 27±3 %, 28±5 % and 24±3 % for DLC, DLC:Cr_1 and DLC:Cr_2(M), respectively (see table 3). The absence of significant differences in the sp³ values for the DLC:Cr_1 and the DLC:Cr_2 (M) in comparison with the undoped DLC sample indicate that the carbon atoms maintain their structural coordination in the network at these low levels of Cr incorporation (≤ 9at.%). The spectra measured in the grain, DLC:Cr_2(G), presents a higher and wider π* peak, a decrease in the intensity of σ* peak and an increase in the intensity at energies above 294 eV. These changes can be attributed to the presence of C-Cr bonds. The spectrum can be therefore considered as a combination of DLC and chromium carbide phases. Thus, the brightest grains observed in the
Fig. 4 of DLC:Cr_2 must correspond to chromium carbide grains formed inside the DLC matrix.

In Fig. 5b, the Cr-L_{2,3} edge EELS spectra for DLC:Cr_2 is compared with those for metallic chromium and Cr_3C_2 references samples. Despite the noisy spectra for DLC:Cr_2, a difference in the ratio of the lines (L_3/ L_2) can be observed. An intermediate value is obtained for DLC:Cr_2 indicating, in addition to the formation of chromium carbide, the presence of some metallic chromium Cr^0 atoms dispersed in the DLC matrix. For DLC:Cr_1 it was not possible to measure any Cr L_{2,3} signal due to the high dispersion and low Cr content. But taking into account the above results for DLC:Cr_2 and the previous results for low Cr doped-DLC [49], the chromium in the DLC:Cr_1 sample must be distributed as metallic chromium throughout the carbon network. No results on sp^3 contents are presented for the DLC:Cr_2(G) and for the DLC:Cr_3 because higher Cr doping contents led to broad overlapped peaks, which resulted in a much more complex interpretation on the nature of the carbon structure [50, 51, 52].

Further investigations on the formation of carbides was obtained from XPS measurements of the C1s peaks. C1s spectrum for the DLC and Cr-DLC coatings are shown in Fig. 6. The C1s spectrum was deconvoluted into four components centred at 283.3 eV, 284.8 eV, 286.5 eV and 288.4 eV, which correspond to C-Cr bonds, C-C bonds, C-O bonds and C=O bonds, respectively. The C-O and C=O signals are rather low and can be associated to oxygen adsorbed on the surface. There was no C-Cr peak present for DLC:Cr_1, which could be expected since there was not enough Cr content for carbide formation. The intensity of the C-Cr peak increased with Cr content, but still remained very low compared to the most intense peak arising from C-C bonds.

No crystalline chromium carbide phase could be found for samples with low Cr content. In
spite of this, the catalytic activity during surface diffusion of the metal atoms could still have been responsible for the promotion of clustering of sp\(^2\) hybridized carbon in to aromatic rings [45]. These results would indicate that for sample with low Cr content (3 at.%), deposited under the conditions shown in table 1, the use of highly energetic plasma discharges may facilitate the introduction of Cr into the carbon network while maintaining the original carbon structure.

3.3. Mechanical properties

Fig. 7 shows load-depth curves for DLC and Cr-DLC coatings when indentations were performed using a load of 7 mN. The maximum penetration depth was ≈ 145 nm for the DLC:Cr\(_3\), and < 100 nm for the DLC sample. No substrate effect was found as maximum indentation depths were ≤ 10% of total film thickness and similar results were found using smaller loads. The area inside the curves for the DLC and the DLC:Cr\(_1\) samples was smaller than for the other two which would indicate a higher elastic recovery of the coatings upon unloading as less energy would dissipate during deformation.

Table 2 shows the hardness (H) and reduced elastic modulus (E\(_r\)) of the DLC and Cr-doped DLC films. DLC (31.4 GPa) and DLC:Cr\(_1\) (29.2 GPa) samples exhibit hardness values that are almost twice those found for DLC:Cr\(_2\) (17.6 GPa) and DLC:Cr\(_3\) (15.4 GPa). Since, the hardness and elastic modulus of hydrogen-free amorphous carbon films have been known to correlate with the carbon bonding configuration [52]. The decrease in hardness and elastic modulus of the coatings could be attributed to the formation of aromatic bonds induced by less energetic deposition processes due to increased Cr doping contents. This is in accordance with the Raman and EELS results presented earlier. Also, these results would be in agreement with those reported for Cr-DLC [19, 20] where the introduction of Cr led to the destabilization of the carbon structure and the subsequent hardness decay.
The H/E ratio for all studied samples is depicted in table 2. The H/E ratio for DLC and DLC:Cr_1 was ≈ 0.125, higher than that found for DLC:Cr_2 and DLC:Cr_3 samples (H/E=0.106). As this ratio is related to the resistance to elastic strain failure [53], these results would indicate that DLC and DLC:Cr_1 would be able to better accommodate substrate deflections under higher loads.

The H^3/E^2 ratio decreased with increasing Cr content from DLC (H^3/E^2 = 0.516) to DLC:Cr_3 (H^3/E^2 = 0.176). Since this ratio is an indicator of the ability of the material to dissipate energy under load due to plastic deformation [53, 54], these results would indicate that the addition of Cr would enable the coatings to better accommodate deformation without cracking.

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of mechanical properties with increasing testing temperature. Hardness values exhibit a slight steady drop for all four samples as the temperature is raised from RT to 300°C. Above 300°C, a sharp reduction in hardness is observed for DLC:Cr_3, while DLC:Cr_2 experiences a significant drop in hardness at T > 350°C. For DLC and DLC:Cr_1 samples, the high hardness values are maintained at higher temperatures (T > 400°C). The elastic modulus followed a similar trend, with modulus values remaining nearly constant up to 300°C, after the initial drop observed between RT and 100°C for DLC and DLC:Cr_1 samples. The modulus values started to drop significantly at T > 400°C for DLC and DLC:Cr_1, while the modulus drop started earlier and it was more pronounced for DLC:Cr_2 (T > 350°C) and for DLC:Cr_3 (T > 300°C). In principle, the hardness reduction during early stages of heating may be assigned to some degree of stress relaxation due to clustering of sp^2 sites in the films, as moderate temperatures up to 200 °C would not be expected to have a noticeable effect on the fraction of sp^3 to sp^2 bonding [55].

Raman spectroscopy was used in order to evaluate the possible temperature-induced modifications on the sp^2 carbon film structure. Fig. 9 shows the Raman spectra of the
different coatings after nanoindentation tests at 400°C. After annealing at 400°C, the $I_D/I_G$ ratio rises and the G band is gradually transformed into a sharp G peak corresponding to crystalline bulk graphite [56]. The D-band alterations are difficult to interpret as they can correspond to a superposition of different carbon structures that may undergo different modifications [56, 57, 58]. Prior to annealing, the D-band is rather broad which corresponds to $sp^2$ clusters of different sizes. During annealing, the D-band is getting sharper with increasing temperature, as observed in previous studies [59]. A narrower breathing mode has been associated to the formation of $sp^2$ clusters of similar size and shape [58].

Table 3 shows the values of the $I_D/I_G$ ratio before and after the high temperature testing at 400°C. The largest increase in the $I_D/I_G$ ratio occurred for the samples with the highest Cr content (DLC:Cr_2 and DLC:Cr_3). Also, the shift of the G peak position towards higher wavenumbers was more notorious for these samples. As previously explained in section 3.2, the increase in the $I_D/I_G$ ratio can be associated with the conversion of $sp^3$ bonds to $sp^2$ and the subsequent clustering of $sp^2$ sites [12]. This clustering would lead to a reduction of the compressive stress, which could be seen by the shift of the G peak position to higher wavenumbers [44].

Top view SEM images of the DLC sample after annealing at 450°C (not shown) evidence that annealing at this temperature led to an increase in the surface roughness and to the appearance of some blisters and delaminated spots. These results would indicate that the graphitization process associated with the rise in temperature would probably start in the near surface atoms before reaching the bulk of the films. The appearance of small blisters could be related to the higher degree of $sp^2$ clustering at high temperature. These defects generated by the surface relaxation leads to higher surface roughness, especially for the samples with large $sp^2$ content as well as, to the emergence of delamination spots [60].

3.4. Tribological properties
Fig. 10 shows the COF measured at room temperature (RT) as a function of the number of cycles for the DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings. At RT, the COF was relatively stable showing a distinguishable running-in period of less than 350 cycles, being the running-in time longer and the COF higher as the Cr content is increased. Raman analysis examined on wear tracks (not shown) revealed the presence of broad bands at 300 and 800 cm\(^{-1}\) could be attributable to chromium oxides during the running-in period for Cr-doped DLC samples that could explain the transient increase in friction. After this initial period, the COF decreased due to the formation of graphitic transfer layers, reaching a steady state with constant values that are maintained for the rest of the test. Low average values of COF were obtained during this stage: 0.16 for DLC, 0.12 for DLC:Cr\(_1\), 0.12 for DLC:Cr\(_2\) and 0.14 for DLC:Cr\(_3\).

The evolution of steady state COF and wear rate values with temperature for all four samples is plotted in Figs. 11a and 11b, respectively. In general, the COF values were low at moderate temperatures, up to 150ºC. The decrease observed in the COF with increasing temperature, in this temperature range, is related to the advance of the graphitization process with temperature. The graphitization process would weaken the shear strength at the surface and it would generate a transfer carbon tribo-layer at the sliding contact that reduces friction [2]. The temperature range where graphitization occurred during tribological testing was much lower than the one observed during mechanical testing. Fig. 12a shows the micro-Raman spectra obtained from the wear tracks of DLC:Cr\(_1\) at RT, 100, 150 and 200 ºC. The rise of the D-band peak intensity in the Raman spectra of the worn track surfaces would indicate an increase in sp\(^2\) bonds at high temperatures. These changes in the bonding structure are attributed to sliding and temperature induced graphitization [61]. Theories on graphitization of DLC, such as that proposed by Haque \textit{et al.} [62], suggest that the high contact pressure exerted by debris generated during wear between sliding contacts facilitates the sp\(^3\) to sp\(^2\) transformation at temperatures lower than those found in quasi-static tests such as nanoindentation. Fig. 12b shows the Raman spectra analysed within the wear track of the
samples after pin-on-disk testing at 150°C. The \( \text{I_D}/\text{I_G} \) is enhanced with higher Cr contents, which would indicate that the graphitization process would be enhanced when higher levels of \( \text{sp}^2 \) sites clusters are initially present in the structure of the coatings. Graphitization could be therefore considered the main factor controlling the wear behaviour.

Fig. 11b shows wear rates for all samples during tests performed at RT, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200°C. DLC and DLC:Cr_1 exhibit significantly lower wear rates as compared with DLC:Cr_2 and DLC:Cr_3. A large increase in wear rates was observed for the DLC:Cr_2 and DLC:Cr_3 samples at \( T > 150^\circ \text{C} \), which would be associated with the extended graphitization process taking place in this temperature range.

The severe wear was particularly visible in the scanning electron microscopy images shown in Fig. 13c and for the DLC:Cr_2 and DLC:Cr_3 samples, which were taken after tests performed at 175°C. It is also worth noting the presence of delamination spots along the wear track on the undoped DLC coating (Fig. 13a). This brittle failure mode would minimize the amount of elastic energy stored by the large compressive stress ahead of the moving ball. The introduction of Cr into the DLC structure reduces the accumulated compressive stress within the film, preventing early adhesive failure (Fig. 13b). Small additions of Cr, as is the case for coating DLC:Cr (containing 3 at.% Cr) would confer optimum ductility to the loaded coating, making it more capable of distributing the load during the sliding test, therefore exhibiting the best sliding behaviour, even at high temperatures.

4. Conclusions

Cr-doped DLC coatings with different Cr content from 0 at. % up to 20 at. % were co-deposited using a HiPIMS technique under highly energetic conditions. The carbon-based structure (DLC) was obtained using DC-pulsed mode, while the addition of Cr was controlled by the HiPIMS discharge by adjusting the pulse frequency and power. For the same power, very high current discharges were obtained at low working frequencies (down to 15 Hz) on
the Cr target, which was related to the SYA effect caused by carbon contamination on the Cr target.

Under these deposition parameters, low levels of Cr (up to 3 at. %) are incorporated into the DLC carbon structure without major disruption of the C-C sp³ network (as evidenced by Raman and EELS) and without any significant effect on the mechanical properties. Moreover, the internal stresses of the coatings are reduced and delamination behaviour is improved as coatings exhibited a more plastic behaviour than the undoped DLC preventing early brittle failure.

The graphitization process is delayed at high temperatures, which is associated to the chain-like carbon structure so that the friction mechanism is dominated by the formation of graphitic tribolayers, a process facilitated by the addition of small amounts of Cr (up to 3 at. %) into the carbon structure.

In summary, we have tuned the deposition parameters and Cr content to achieve a Cr-doped DLC (3 at. % Cr) coating with lower intrinsic stress, less brittle behaviour, same mechanical and tribological properties and, better high temperature frictional behaviour than the undoped DLC. These findings would bring great benefits for novel high-temperature and high-load tribological applications.
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#### Tables

**Table 1. Brief summary of DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings deposition parameters, Cr content, deposition rate and, residual stress**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Power Cr (W)</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Cr content (at.%) (XPS)</th>
<th>Cr content (at.%) (RBS)</th>
<th>Dep. rate (nm/h)</th>
<th>Residual stress (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Overview of the mechanical properties measured for the studied DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Hardness (GPa)</th>
<th>Reduced elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>H/E</th>
<th>H²/E²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>31.4 ± 2.7</td>
<td>245 ± 16</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_1</td>
<td>29.2 ± 2.6</td>
<td>236 ± 14</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_2</td>
<td>17.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>166 ± 7</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_3</td>
<td>15.4 ± 1.2</td>
<td>144 ± 7</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Evolution of the I_D/I_G ratio and surface roughness with temperature for the studied DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>sp³</th>
<th>I_D/I_G @RT</th>
<th>I_D/I_G @400ºC</th>
<th>Roughness @RT</th>
<th>Roughness @400ºC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>27±3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_1</td>
<td>28±5</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_2</td>
<td>24±3</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC:Cr_3</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the deposition system for the studied DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings

Figure 2. Evolution of the HiPIMS current discharge with frequency for the diverse Cr-doped DLC coatings

Figure 3. Raman spectra for the studied DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings

Figure 4. HRTEM micrographs measured for the diverse coatings: (a) DLC and (b) DLC:Cr_1; (c) HAADF-STEM image measured for the DLC:Cr_2 coating.

Figure 5. a) C-K edge electron energy-loss spectra for DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings. Graphite and Cr_3C_2 spectra are also shown for comparison. b) EELS of Cr L edge for the DLC:Cr_2 coatings and for reference Cr_3C_2 and metallic Cr samples.

Figure 6. C1s spectrum for the studied DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings

Figure 7. Load-depth curves for the studied DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings as measured by nanoindentation.

Figure 8. Evolution of hardness and reduced elastic modulus with temperature for DLC and Cr-DLC coatings

Figure 9. Raman spectra for the DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings measured after nanoindentation at 400°C

Figure 10. Friction evolution at room temperature as a function of the cycle number for DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings and during a sliding test of 5000 cycles.

Figure 11. Evolution of (a) COF and (b) wear rates with temperature for DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings

Figure 12. (a) Raman spectra measured within the wear track at different temperatures for the DLC:Cr_1 coating. (b) Raman spectra measured within the wear track for DLC and Cr-doped DLC coatings after being tested at 150°C.

Figure 13. Top view SEM micrographs for coatings after being tested at 175°C for samples: a) DLC b) DLC:Cr_1 c) DLC:Cr_2 d) DLC:Cr_3
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**Highlights**

1. Cr-doped DLC coatings were co-deposited by low-frequency/high current HiPIMS method.

2. Cr doping by low frequency HiPIMS preserves DLC sp³ content and reduces compressive stress.

3. Low at. % Cr-doped DLC exhibit high hardness (up to 29 GPa) and delayed graphitization (up to 400°C).

4. Low at. % Cr-doped DLC presents enhanced tribological behaviour at high temperatures by creating stable tribolayers.